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The Book 
 
This study, based on a Master thesis at the American University of Armenia, deals with a model 
of the Turkish-American economist Acemoglu, and tries answers on questions like "Under which 
circumstances democracy can prevail?" in the former Soviet Union countries (FSU). Six of them 
have been selected for this "detective story" among the descriptions of transition: Armenia, 
Belarus, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, Russia, Ukraine. But the models of public institutions and private 
groups' behaviour are different from country to country, and the effects of transition sometimes 
contraproductive - be it under the "big bang" or under "gradualism". Gohar Yeranyan 
investigates systematically the functions of the elite, the oligarchs, the interest groups, the 
system-immanent changes, inequality, the revolutionary potential (end the evolutionary 
possibilities). the wealth distribution - and the persistence of political institutions. In this context, 
she discusses different paths of political developments in the FSU reality, possible reasons of 
democratization, as well as the dynamic model by D. Acemoglu - one of the most promising 
economists today, as well as the role of incentives for the political and economic change in 
former Soviet Union countries, before giving an overview of economic development paths of the 
FSU countries (shock therapy versus gradualism).  
 
She is clearly pleading for a EU-approached democracy which is more likely than any other 
system to keep the different interest groups balanced, and can create more GDP and popular 
wealth which is not only restricted to an oligarchy. This includes also that the different dates 
should also follow an outspoken social policy. A very refreshing book (from the EU or a US 
perspective, for example) - and a very necessary one (from the FSU states' view), and a very 
adequate one in view of the latest discussions in the EU's Eastern Partnership countries. 
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